Discover Mulhouse and its environs...

**The Museums**

1. **Musée de l’Impression sur Etoffes Museum of Printed Textiles**
   (Tram stop: Gare Centrale)
   Discover the history of printed cotton in Alsace and throughout the world, and an exceptional collection of textiles and machines.
   Admire 400 amazing pieces. Settle yourself at the wheel of a Talbot racing car, crank up the engine, take part in a Grand Prix race or drive a high-powered racing car in the Le Mans 24 hours; there are a thousand and one ways of enjoying the world of automobiles.

2. **Musée des Beaux Arts Fine Arts Museum «Villa Steinbach»**
   (Tram stop: République)
   The museum now hosts a collection beginning in the 19th century with an apprenticeship from Rheinfelden, followed by the classical period with Brueghel, Boucher and more.

3. **La Cité du Train - Railway museum**
   (Bus stop: Musées)
   Discover the fascinating history of the potash industry in Alsace, the largest collection of railway equipment in continental Europe. With its collection of a hundred or so steam engines, electric engines, railcars, prestigious carriages and wagons, it traces a century and a half of the history of the railway in France.

4. **The Kunsthalle: Contemporary art centre**
   (Tram stop: Tour Néssel or stop Fonderie)
   In a 700 m² area, The Kunsthalle hosts and produces temporary exhibitions dedicated to contemporary creation.

5. **Musée EDF Electropolis Electricity museum**
   (Bus stops: Musées)
   Designed as a culture and communication centre, Electropolis, the biggest museum in Europe devoted to electricity, paves the way for a new generation of museums. Visitors are invited to experiment with electricity in all its forms.

6. **Historical museum**
   (Tram stop: République)
   In the centre of Mulhouse old town and inside the former town hall, discover the history of the city, from Palaeolithic times to modern day, as well how Alsatians used to live.

7. **The Joseph Else Mine Museum**
   (Tram stop: Thann Centre)
   Discover the fascinating history of the potash mine in Alsace together with a former miner.

8. **Musée du Papier Print Museum, Rixheim**
   (Bus stop: Commanderie)
   This gives a full panorama, from the 18th century dominion to the latest creations, with wallpaper from all over the world.
   - Weekdays: bus line 5 towards “Chemin Vert”, get off at the “Commanderie” bus stop
   - Sundays and holidays: line 5 towards “Chemin Vert”, get off at the “Commanderie” bus stop

9. **Maison Loewenfelts (13th century)**
   (Tram stop: Mairie)

10. **La cour des Chaînes**
    (Tram stop: Mairie)

11. **Sainte-Marie Church (13th century)**
    (Tram stop: Mairie)

12. **City Hall Museum**
    (Tram stop: Thann Centre)

13. **Tour des Sorcières**
    (For more information: www.solea.info, section: getting around > accessibility).

14. **Bollwerk Tower**
    (Tram stop: Porte Jeune)

15. **Chapelle Saint-Jean (13th century chapel)**
    (Tram stop: Porte Haute)

16. **Museum Schlumpf (Tram stop: Musée de l’Auto)**
    (Bus stop: Commanderie)

17. **Saint-Dominique Church**
    (Tram stop: Villers-Thion)

18. **Municipal baths**
    (Tram stop: Mairie)

19. **Sculpture gardens**
    (Tram stop: Nordfeld)

20. **Square de la Bourse and the linen industry**
    (Tram stop: Thann Centre)

21. **Birthplace of Captain Dreyfus**
    (Tram stop: Thann Centre)

22. **Nessel Tower and the Devil’s Tower**
    (Tram stop: Porte Jeune)

23. **La Cité du Train**
    (Tram stop: Porte Jeune)

24. **Industrial Society**
    (Tram stop: Thann Centre)

25. **Wallpaper Museum, Rixheim**
    (Bus stop: Commanderie)

26. **Staid’s bakery**
    (Bus stop: Thann Centre)

27. **La cour des Chaînes**
    (Tram stop: Thann Centre)

28. **Temple Saint Etienne, 14th century**
    (Tram stop: Université)

29. **Bel Air cinema**
    (Tram stop: Porte Jeune)

30. **Underground canal market**
    (Tram stop: Porte Jeune)

31. **Mulhouse Christmas Market**
    (Tram stop: Thann Centre)

32. **L’Entrepôt (The Warehouse)**
    (Tram stop: Thann Centre)

33. **Thann Christmas Market**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

34. **The Saalburg**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

35. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

36. **Sculpture gardens**
    (Tram stop: Thann Centre)

37. **Sports Stadium**
    (Tram stop: Palais des Sports)

38. **Bowling**
    (Bus stop: TGV)

39. **The Museums**
    (Bus stop: Musées)

40. **Museum Schlumpf**
    (Bus stop: Thann Centre)

41. **Boulevards and the Devil’s Tower**
    (Tram stop: Porte Jeune)

42. **Tour des Sorcières**
    (For more information: www.solea.info, section: getting around > accessibility).

43. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

44. **Museum Schlumpf**
    (Bus stop: Thann Centre)

45. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

46. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

47. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

48. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

49. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

50. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

51. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

52. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

**Excursions and leisure activities**

To do by tram or tram-train

31. **Mulhouse Christmas Market**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

32. **L’Entrepôt (The Warehouse)**
    (Tram stop: Thann Centre)

33. **Thann Christmas Market**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

34. **Water sports centre**
    (Tram stop: Université)

35. **Sports Stadium**
    (Tram stop: Palais des Sports)

36. **Olympic skating rink**
    (Bus stop: Palais des Sports)

37. **Boulevards and the Devil’s Tower**
    (Tram stop: Porte Jeune)

38. **Museum Schlumpf**
    (Bus stop: Thann Centre)

39. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

40. **Museum Schlumpf**
    (Bus stop: Thann Centre)

41. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

42. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

43. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

44. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

45. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

46. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

47. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

48. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

49. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

50. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

51. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

52. **Sports activities**
    (Bus stop: Zoo)

**Useful information**

- **Soléa sales offices**
  (Tram stops: Porte Jeune or Gare Centrale)
  Mulhouse Tourist Office
  1 avenue Robert Schuman - Mulhouse
  Tél. +33 3 89 35 48 48
  www.tourisme-mulhouse.com

- **Thann Tourist Office**
  7 rue de la 1ère Armée - Thann
  Tél. +33 3 89 37 96 27
  www.alsace-tourisme-thann.fr

- **Cernay Tourist Office**
  1 rue Latschu - Cernay
  Tél. +33 3 89 75 50 35
  www.alsace-vosges-alsace.fr

- **Soléa, Mulhouse public transport company**
  2 sales offices
  Porte Jeune and Central Station in Mulhouse
  www.solea.info
  Allo Soléa: +33 3 89 66 77 77
  Soléa Agglo Mulhouse
Download the Soléa app!

Take advantage of the numerous features of the mobile app which escorts you in all your travels on the Soléa network: route research from addresses or points of interests, real-time schedules, mapping, purchase of tickets, traffic information and many other else. Free download on

Buy your tickets using the Soléa app or from the e-shop by connecting to www.solea.info!

The entire Soléa network on your smartphone!

Choose the right formula!

For one day:
- Single journey ticket
- Duo Ticket
- Family Ticket
- 24 hours Ticket
- For several days...
- Booklet of 5 or 10 tickets
- 3-day Ticket
- Travelling in a group?
- Group Ticket!

Need a car park?

For €2 with the
- park your car for the whole day and get into the city centre in less than 10 minutes!

Offer valid for all passengers in the car (up to 7 people).

CITY PASS 3 DAYS

Move more and spend less!

Enjoy free entrance or reduced rates (to museums and areas of leisure) and travel free on all tramway lines and Soléa bus lines!

See the other lines of the Soléa network in the pocket map!